
For businesswomen, the work situation is the same as for businessmen. The shoulder bag is unisex and fits every outfit. Yet not every 
woman likes to wear a bag over her clothes. The bottle can also simply be placed next to her on the desk. The oxygen bottle looks very 
stylish and is definitely a showpiece. For women O²GO has designed an elegant diadem on which the nose glasses can be attached with 
the same click system as the other products. For women who do not like to wear a fine jewel in their hair, the leather holder can certainly 
be worn. For women, just like men, an elegant jewel has been designed with which the cable can be neatly attached to the clothing so 
that it does not get in the way while working.

Work is a big part of life whether some people like it or not. At work there is probably an oxygen tank under your desk, but taking it 
to your meeting is more annoying. The small oxygen bottle is much more convenient to take with you in this situation. You can easily 
put the shoulder bag that you also wear in your spare time under your costume vest. Don’t you put on a costume vest? No problem, 
the leather shoulder bag is also very stylish to wear over your shirt. Your oxygen cable can be clicked on a matching leather holder, 
which is available in different colours. The oxygen cable comes from the back of the head along the neck to your chest. The cable can 
be attached to the clothing with the accessory. The oxygen bottle is very stylish, looks like a trendy drinking can and therefore does not 
always have to be tucked away. It can be perfectly placed next to you on the desk. 

For athletes, the oxygen nose mask is a gadget itself. These mask is a separately available product. The design style for sporters is just 
the same as the normal nose mask, only it has a nice bright color and is immediately integrated with a stretching hairband. So when 
you jump or walk, the mask can under no circumstances fall off your nose. The hairband ensures that the mask stays in place. The sports 
oxygen mask was made in cooperation with Nike. The favourite brand of every athlete. Who doesn’t like to wear fluo when jogging 
around. This product is a real must-have. Not only does it look adorable, no one will stare at you when you pass by. And if they did, it 
would be to be able to admire you for a while and to spot what kind of trendy item you’re wearing. Everyone wants to look as nice as 
they do when they play a sport. For sports, O²GO provides another shoulder bag. This bag is pressed a little tighter against the chest so 
that the oxygen tank doesn’t go up and down every time you walk or jump. Just like the casual shoulder bag, the cable can be snapped 
onto the belt of the sports bag. This kit is not only for patients undergoing oxygen therapy, it is a pleasant design for anyone who can use 
some extra oxygen during heavy exertion. In this way, anyone who wants to can practice a sport in a more comfortable way.

In the second situation we focus on leisure time. When these people walk on the streets in their spare time, they often have to carry an 
oxygen tank behind them. O²GO makes that history. It is time for change. The small oxygen tank makes it possible to go out for 1 to 2 
hours without any problems. The bottle can be conveniently tucked away in a kind of shoulder bag. This shoulder bag is ideal for any 
outfit and also adaptable for everyone by means of a stitch buckle.
The oxygen mask can easily be clicked on to your favourite cap or hat with the aid of a handy sliding part. You click your oxygen cables 
in, turn the swivel until the cable is comfortable and then  put your bottle in your shoulder bag. There is a notch on the shoulder bag where 
you can snap the oxygen cable extra so it doesn’t get in the way. You are ready to go. You are no longer the nerd of the group! You are 
the trendy friend who can finally go out again without any inconveniences for yourself or the group.
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The model of the oxygen mask is always the same, we provide an attachment so it can be worn on 
a cap, a hat,... In this attachment there is a notch where you can easily click on the nose glasses so 
that the cables do not have to press behind your ears. This way you can still wear glasses without 
pain behind your ears. 
In addition, O²GO also provides some accessories such as dumbbells and a sports bag where 
the portable oxygen tank can be put away. Of course, this brand also offers fancy hats with an 
integrated click system. 

Finally, we also provide two small jewels to secure the oxygen cable comfortably to your clothing. 
This way the cable doesn’t have to get in the way when you’re at work. You simply insert the oxygen 
cable into the jewel and then slide the jewel onto your clothes. You can do this on the side of your 
costume vest, on your shirt, on the neck of your dress,.... The jewel is not only handy, but also looks 
nice.

                   is a kit designed for people who depend on oxygen treatment in everyday life. 
O²GO makes it possible to make these people more mobile with stylish oxygen tubes and a 
personal small oxygen tank. These three situations are examined, namely at work, in leisure time 
and during sports. This kit with accompanying accessories will let you go through life more stylish.

The small oxygen bottle is slightly larger than a 75cl drinking bottle. The bottle can be placed 
on the desk or put away in a shoulder bag. LED strips are mounted on the oxygen bottle to give 
feedback about the oxygen content. In this way, the user knows in time when to connect a new 
oxygen bottle so that he never runs out of breath.


